PIE-sums are introduced. The method of inclusion-exclusion is applied to a wide range of partition identities which are herein proved for the first time by methods other than generating functions. A general structure is given to these varied identities, and several new examples are presented. The connection between partition identities and Mobius function identities is examined, and the foundations are given for developing this technique.
THEOREM 2. DANIEL 1. A. COHEN
where cj is the number of ways of writing j as the sum of an even number of distinct elements of A minus the number of ways in which j can be written as the sum of an odd number of distinct elements of A. # Henceforth a sum of the form shown in Theorem 2 will be called a PIEsum, standing for partition inclusion-exclusion sum. In [4] we showed, without generating functions, that for y # 2x the number of partitions of n into parts not congruent to 0, fx (mod y), is C cjr4n -j), where cj = (-l)k if j = k( yk * (y -2x))/2 =o otherwise.
This result could also be derived immediately from the Jacobi Triple Product Identity. Also in [4] we derived the Euler pentagonal number formula by letting x = 1, y = 3.
Ifwenowletx=2,y=6weget COROLLARY 1. The number of partitions of n into odd parts, PO(n), is 2 (-l)"p(n -k(3k f 1)). I
If we let x = 1, y = 4 and n = 2m we can use parts only of the form 4k + 2. Cutting everything in half we have, COROLLARY 2. The number of partitions of m into odd parts is also C (-l)"p(2m -2k2 f k). I
If we let x = 1, y = 4 the only usable parts are even, giving,
which is the same as p-"*P(n-(;))=o. m This is a formula which can be used for computing p(n) just as easily as Euler's pentagonal number formula.
There may be several ways of determining a PIE-sum for a given partition type, e.g., Corollaries 1 and 2.
Let n = 10, P,( 10) = 10. Even so there is a limit to how many PIE-sum developments a given type of partition can have. THEOREM 
(The PIE-Sum Uniqueness Theorem).
If c Cip(n -i) = C di p(n -i) for all n and q, = d, = 1 then Ci= di for all i.
Remark. Notice that this does not conflict with Corollary 3 which says
while Euler says 0 = p(n) -p(n -1) -p(n -2) + p(n -5) + p(n -7) *** since Corollary 3 applies only to odd values of n. Theorem 3 is equivalent to and more obvious than the fact that a formal series with non-vanishing constant term has a rational inverse.
II. THE GENERAL THEORY OF PIE-SUMS
Let A = {a,}, where the a, are finite multisets no one of which contains another. Let pi denote the sum of the elements in ai. The number of partitions of n which include the multiset a, is exactly ~(n -ai).
Let pA(n) denote the number of partitions of n which contain no a,.
It is a little harder to collect like terms in this PIE-sum. Let us define the lattice L, whose atoms are the (I, and whose join is union.
We can say something about the coefficients d,. For each .lattice point K # 0, the partitions containing K are counted in total 0 times. Therefore, Written as a PIE-sum we have: THEOREM 6. p,(n) = &P(n -119 where On the surface it seems that in order to use the most general theory we must calculate MGbius functions, which is a hard thing to do. We will see later that this is not always the situation.
The easiest examples come from the disjoint case. 
III. THE DISJOINT CASE OF THE GENERAL
Literally dozens of famous partition identities are immediate corollaries of Theorem 7.
Theorems by Euler and Glaisher are derived essentially from this Theorem in [3] . COROLLARY 4 (Schur). The number of partitions of n into distinct parts z f 1 (mod 3) is the same as the number of partitions of n into parts rk 1 (mod 6). Note that once (3) is eliminated it is no longer necessary to eliminate (3, 3}.
To leave parts r*l (mod 6) we must eliminate We conclude this section with two new partition identities in this vein. COROLLARY 
Il.
The number of partitions of n into parts none of which is an odd multiple of 3 = the number of partitions of n which contain no two consecutive non-multiples of 3 = the number of partitions of n which do not contain the odd number m and its double 2m. Anything provable by the disjoint case can also be demonstrated using qseries. In fact, Andrews (31 and Hirschhorn [5] have done so for the corollaries above. However, the truth is much more transparent in the PIE-sum version of the proof, but this is only a matter of taste. The situation we will now treat is different. PIE-sums are essential.
IV. A NON-TRIVIAL EXAMPLE OF THE GENERAL THEORY
Let us consider now the problem of counting the number of partitions of n which have at most one even part; denoted p*(n). The number which have only the even part 2m is exactly ~,,(n -2m) where J+,(X) is the number of partitions of x into exclusively odd parts.
An obvious semi-PIE-sum development for p*(n) is therefore LEMMA 1.
p*(n) = p,(n) + p&I -2) + p,(n -4) + -**. 1
We may convert this into a real PIE-sum by using a PIE-sum expansion for p,(x) such as found in Corollary 1 or Corollary 2.
Using Corollary 1 we have LEMMA 2. p*(n) = 2 'f (-l)"p(n -2j -k(3k f 1)). i In particular
EXAMPLE. p*(9) enumerates the 19 partitions
1+1+***+1 P*(9) = P(9) -P(5) -P(3) -P(l)
=30-7-3-1=19.
The PIE-sum above joins several others we have seen in possessing the pleasant property that all the coefficients are 0, f 1. There is undoubtedly a deep reason for this.
We will now analyse the same function p* using the general lattice theory approach. By the PIE-sum uniqueness theorem we should obtain the same coefficients using the lattice approach. The set we are excluding is A = {ai} = {{2,2}, 129 4}9 (2,6}, (4,4},***}, PA = P*'
Here the multisets are not disjoint nor are their totals distinct and so the problem of evaluating the Mobius function and its sums is non-trivial. But we can still discover interesting facts about partitions by considering the lattice LA. In the infinite lattice the sublattice of the element (2, 2, 4, 4, 6) is So in the PIE-sum ~(n -14) appears with the sign +l given by Theorem 8.
Let us now consider another problem. Let B = (bJ = {{i, j} ( i,j> 11. B is the set of all pairs of positive integers. In our notation pB(n) is the number of partitions of n with no subset from B. In this case that means the number of partitions of n which use only one part. Obviously: We can observe that this lattice is identical to the lattice L, as far as structure is concerned. In fact if we make the identification then ak = 2b, and Therefore: LEMMA 4. In other words The PIE-sum begins 1=p(n)-p(n-2)-p(n-3)-p(n-4)tp(n-7)t(n-8)tp(n-9) t p(n -10) + p(n -11) -p(n -15)... . = 176 -101 -77 -56 t 22 + 15 t 11 + 7 t 5 -1.
The formula we have just proven is new and its proof is unlike any other proof used for a partition theorem. We established this result by noting an isomorphism between two lattices of multisets.
A further pleasant feature is that we did not have to bother to calculate the MGbius function of either lattice, nor did we have to sum it over a band of elements from the lattice. The true strength of the method lies in showing that two dissimilar looking formulas actually come from the same structure.
Without much work many of the identities given here could be generalized in numerous ways. The last theorem could be used to calculate the number of partitions of n which do not include two multiples of k.
